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Features:

• Compatible with 75mm and 100mm VESA  
standard patterns 

• Supports monitors up to 27 inches and up 
to 8 pounds

• Easy installation—just mount your monitor, 
hang, and fasten into place

Fixed Monitor Mount
Flat Profile | Universal Fit

Compatible with various monitor sizes 

Simplify the installation of a computer monitor in any 
compatible CarePod™ Wall-Mounted Workstation with our 
fixed monitor mount. Attaching to the preinstalled top and 
bottom horizontal interior tracks, the mount secures any 
compatible monitor at the desired fixed height, creating a 
more comfortable workspace for caregivers.

84999-0027

Supporting EHR workflows in today’s caregiving  
environments, our fixed monitor mount facilitates 
installation in any compatible CarePod Wall-Mounted 
Workstation. Designed to accommodate a range of 
monitor sizes, the fixed mount makes it easy to  
customize the workspace for more comfortable access. 

Simply attach the back of the monitor (using its rear 
75mm or 100mm VESA pattern) to the mount plate, 
hooking it onto the interior top horizontal track of the 
CarePod. Then firmly secure the mount into the interior 
horizontal bottom track using the provided hardware.
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For more information:
800.782.1524 / carepodsales@carstens.com
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Product Dimensions L16.25" ×W4.528" ×D.05"

Weight 0.09 lbs

Weight Capacity 12 lbs

Monitor Size CarePod Narrow: 15 inches max
CarePod Wide: 27 inches max
CarePod Wide w/Mini Shelves: 24" max

Monitor Depth 2.5 inches max*

Finish Powder White

Material 18 gauge, powder-coated steel

Warranty 1-year limited

Hardware One (1) mount plate, two (2) square nuts, 
two (2) bolts (NOTE: Monitor mounting 
hardware not included)

Fixed Monitor Mount
Flat Profile | Universal Fit

16.25"

Supports monitors 
up to 8 lbs

75mm and 100mm 
VESA patterns

Secures onto track with 
included hardware

18 gauge, powder-coated 
steel mount plate

Hooks into CarePod™ 
top horizontal track 
for easy installation

4.528"

Package includes:
One (1) mount plate, two (2) square nuts, and two (2) 
bolts to secure to CarePod. Note: Use hardware provided 
by monitor manufacturer for mounting to plate.
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Click to buy now 
from Carstens.com

*When used in combination with a keyboard door, the keyboard and any 
mounting velcro cannot exceed 1.35" high in a 4" deep CarePod workstation.
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